Introduction

1
It is a striking fact that during the Industrial Revolution and in the first decades of the nineteenth century, in many European countries and also in the United States, general and ordinary partnerships 2 were regularly chosen as vehicles for business ventures. They were often more popular than limited companies and corporations. This practice has elicited different explanations. An older view was that the start-up of corporations was closely watched over by governments and that control was strict, which resulted in entrepreneurs and traders choosing less efficient but more accessible company types. The corporation has indeed generally been considered to be most appropriate for attracting and secuding capital. A corporation combines the limited liability of investors with autonomy and continuity, making the firm less vulnerable to internal and external threats (e.g. the death of partners, and claims of their personal creditors).
Over the past decade, these opinions have been given more nuance, and more scholars are currently emphasizing that general and ordinary partnerships were not as alien to business as has long been thought. Admittedly, partnerships could be dissolved before their planned purposes had been reached, as well as quite unexpectedly (e.g. when a partner resigned). 3 To be sure, associates in mercantile partnerships were generally deemed jointly and severally liable for debts incurred by one of the partners, even including their own assets. Within such that cannot be linked to detailed provisions in laws or to fixed precedents in case law are often considered to be weak vehicles for business ventures.
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In addition to the legal framework, institutional arguments must refer to the economic context as well. The aforementioned views have been combined, for instance, with assessments of the impact of variables of scale and type of industry on the organizational choices of entrepreneurs. 12 This approach came after an older attention to regional differences in company form and to branches of business and economic factors, which concerned nineteenth-century France in particular. 13 In considering the variables mentioned, this chapter therefore combines an economic-historical approach with a legal-historical perspective. In this latter regard, taking legislation as the prime mover and the only source of law in the period of industrialization is too narrow; even though in the first half of the nineteenth century codifications were paramount, judges and lawyers interpreted legislation and addressed problems that arose in practice and that had not been solved in a straightforward way in the black-letter law.
This chapter analyzes 145 company statutes that were drafted in Antwerp, in the period of 1830-1850. The focus is on the essential elements of business ventures, above all, as reflected in these contracts. They include capital, agency and liability. This investigation thus examines how these elements corresponded to the sections of the French codifications of the early 1800s, which were in force also in the subsequent Belgian period; to what extent judges dealt with deficiencies and lacunae in the codes; and also how contracts responded to these approaches.
Antwerp was a typical port city in this period; it excelled in services and transit rather than in industrial enterprise. Commercial activities concerned, foremost, wholesaling and commission sales, brokerage and insurance.
14 However, manufacturing shops were not entirely absent. True, the textiles industry, which had been important in the eighteenth century, was already waning in the early nineteenth century. 15 Yet in the first half of the nineteenth century manufacturing shops still processed goods that had been imported through the port of Antwerp, including rice, sugar and tobacco. 16 In the first half of the 1800s their activities remained largely preindustrial, as steam engines for example were not yet widely used. 17 Economic conditions were not that favourable between 1830-1850, and 11 Guinnane, Harris, Lamoreaux, and Rosenthal, "Putting the Corporation," p. the developing Belgian state was itself endangered until 1839. As a result, the economic policy of the new government was unsettled. Tariffs could be increased from one year to the next. Trade and entrepreneurial initiatives not only suffered from threats of war, but also from international upsets in the prices of raw materials. 18 However, in spite of all this uncertainty, merchants and entrepreneurs did establish firms and shops.
Antwerp company contracts (1830-50): some remarks on the sources and their representative qualities
Pools of sources and circuits of registration and publication
The results presented here were gathered from two series of archival sources, which are connected in some respects and separate in others. These are the record books of the Antwerp registration offices, as well as notarial deeds. In the record books of the registration offices of Antwerp, 19 several company statutes (called "actes de société") can be found. Nearly all of these contracts were copied verbatim from the original, 20 which was either a notarial deed or a privately written agreement. Registration at the offices mentioned was compulsory for some company statutes (see below), yet optional for others. Even when registration was not required by law, it could be advisable in order to prevent that disputes would arise, for example, over the contents or date of the contract. The ledgers mentioned also contain "actes de dissolution", which demonstrate fundamental modifications in the structure of firms, such as a change of partner or the demise of the company (a partial or full liquidation). 21 In addition, company contracts can be found in notarial ledgers. If parties wanted to start up a firm they could ask a notary to draw up statutes, or they could have their privately written agreement recognized in a notarial deed. When the notary himself drafted the deed that structured a business venture, the law required that he register the deed at a registration office. 22 Furthermore, privately written contracts that were copied into or rephrased in a notarial deed could be presented at the registration offices, but this was not required by the law. 23 At the registration offices, notarial deeds concerning companies that had in their entirety been drafted by a notary were enacted in the ledgers of series 5 (actes publics). Privately written contracts that had acquired the form of a notarial deed were often inserted in the registration volumes of series 5, and less often in the record books of series 6 (actes sous seing privé). 24 This latter series was mainly used for private contracts that had not been brought before a notary.
When notaries submitted deeds at the registration offices, they advanced the fees and forwarded them to their clients. Fees were not high: in the 1840s, for actes de société the registration and clerk fees combined usually amounted to 6 (Belgian) francs 62 cents. Later, around 1850, this cost corresponded in today's prices to some 45 euros. 25 Fees were fixed. Company contracts and also actes de dissolution benefited from a fiscal exemption, which meant that the object of the contract (its capital) was not assessed as long as no immovable properties were or had been invested in the firm. 26 Since privately written company statutes were provided for registration, too, notaries did not have a monopoly in assisting parties with drafting their company contracts. Advocates, translators, or "writers" could have a part in this practice as well. Such intermediaries sometimes presented the written contract at a registration office, for enactment in series 6.
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There was also a third method for enacting agreements on business ventures (besides the registration offices and notaries' ledgers). Since 1799, Antwerp had a commercial court, which beginning with 1808 was called the tribunal de commerce. Its judges were businessmen from the elite, who were not obliged to have any legal training. 28 The 1807 Napoleonic Code de commerce, which had come into effect in 1808, provided that summary excerpts of company contracts mentioned in the Code had to be handed in at the commercial court in the location of the company's office, within a period of two weeks after its having been created. 29 The excerpts had to mention the names, profession and domicile of partners, the name of the firm (raison sociale), the investments and the projected duration of the venture. 30 These rules applied for all company agreements with commercial purposes, mentioned in the Code, including those that were privately written and that had not been drafted or recognized by a notary or had not been enacted at a registration office. The clerks of the commercial courts were required to register these excerpts, and these summaries were put on display in the form of posters that were shown in the courtrooms for a period of three months.
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The goal of the aforementioned rules was publicity. In this regard, the law regarding information as exchanged through the commercial courts was different from the legal duties of registration offices and notaries. Contracts filed with the commercial court were -at least as far as the contents mentioned in the excerpts were concerned -made known to the mercantile and industrial community within the judicature of the court. Creditors could go to 25 This calculation is based on the historical development of the consumption index and a weighed consumption index coefficient for the year 1850. See Peter Scholliers, "A Century of Real Industrial Wages in Belgium, -2710 ). In practice, even when immovable property was invested (for example, the premises of the office location of a shop), the fixed fee was deemed sufficient. See, for example, Beveren, State Archives (hereinafter referred to as SAB), Registration offices of Antwerp, BA Noord (inventory F350) (hereinafter referred to as ROA, BA), 107, fols. 182r-v (registered on 22 July 1829). However, it seems that investment in kind of immovable property was rare, and that if a house or storage facility of one of the partners was used for company purposes, it was expressed in terms of letting and renting. In that case there was no doubt that the fixed fee applied. See, for example, SAB, Registration offices of Antwerp (general inventory F349) (hereinafter referred to as ROA), 565, fols. 55v-56r (reg. the court clerk's office to check how a company was structured.
32 By contrast, contracts that had been inserted into the record books of registration offices, or which had been enacted before a notary, were not public. For statutes that had been copied at the registration offices, an official request for consultation had to be filed with the First Instance Court. Access could be granted only to those having a "direct interest", which meant that the applicant had to be mentioned in the registered contract. 33 The same requirement was imposed when requests were made for disclosure of notarial deeds. 34 All these conditions meant that creditors could not check notarial and registered company contracts of their debtors.
Of the three circuits of enactment mentioned, for the period under study, notarial deeds and the ledgers of the Antwerp registration offices are complete. 35 However, this is not the case for the excerpts submitted to the commercial court of Antwerp. Due to a fire at the Exchange in 1858 -where the commercial court was located -few court records dating from before this calamity have been preserved. Lost documents include the volumes containing the summaries of company contracts. Moreover, unlike in France, the newspaper publication of excerpts of company statutes registered at commercial courts was not in use in Antwerp during the first half of the nineteenth century. 36 Nonetheless, an analysis of those company contracts brought before the Antwerp registration office (series 5 and 6) and Antwerp notaries does still provide a view into the practice of starting up and continuing business ventures in Antwerp during the years 1830-1850. For this paper, the notarial deeds of the four most important Antwerp notaries of this period were analyzed, thus yielding 27 contracts. 37 Scrutiny of the record books for series 5 and 6 of the Antwerp registration offices yielded another 118 contracts. 
Representativeness of the sample
With regard to these materials, two issues must be initially addressed. First, there is the question as to whether the absence of data concerning documents handed in at the Antwerp commercial court affects the representativeness of the abovementioned contracts collected. A second question relates to the proportion of contracts that remained private entirely, and which accordingly do not show up in the pools of archival sources mentioned.
As to the first question, it was perfectly lawful for mercantile company contracts -with the exception of corporations (sociétés anonymes) -to be registered only at the commercial court's office and not with a registration office or notary. In other words, submittal to the 32 commercial court was always required. If the contract was drafted by a notary, then it also had to be sent over to a registration office. In order to assess to what extent all this was done, one must weigh the relative numbers of contracts that were handed in at the registration offices and at the commercial court, as well as those that were written by notaries.
As was mentioned already, for the period up to 1858, no records of the Antwerp commercial court can be used. However, starting with 1856, the legal journal Jurisprudence du port d'Anvers lists the excerpts of contracts that had been turned in at the law clerk's office for this court (the journal was in fact published by the law clerk's office itself). A comparison of these published summaries -including those for the period from July 1856 until December 1857, 39 along with all company contracts that were registered in the registration office of Antwerp and/or with Antwerp notaries in this same period 40 -shows that company contracts enacted before notaries and/or at the registration office constituted 43.75% (28/64) of all the company contracts that were brought before the commercial court. For these contracts, either registration had been solicited at the registration office, or they had the form of a notarial deed, or both. In addition, some 11% (8/72) of all company contracts found in all three series of sources combined were registered by a notary and/or at a registration office, yet they did not end up at the commercial court. All this demonstrates that it was an established practice to draw up company contracts privately and then have them published via the commercial court, without intervention from notaries and without going through a registration office. Moreover, not all company contracts that were drafted were brought before the commercial court, either. If the abovementioned proportions are applied to the aforementioned materials found in registration and notarial records for the period 1830-1850, then, the estimated number of company contracts that were drawn up in writing in Antwerp in 1830-1850 amounts to 311. The first volumes concern series 5, the second series 6. Moreover, the inventories of ledgers of notaries working in Antwerp in 1856 and 1857 were analyzed. 41 145 contracts were registered before notaries or at the registration offices. If this number is reduced by 16 (i.e. 11%, or the number of contracts that were enacted before notaries or the registration offices but not submitted to the commercial court), the number can be estimated at 129. If this is considered 43.75% of the total of contracts deposited at the commercial court, another 166 statutes were submitted there but had not been enacted before notaries or at the registration offices. The total (129+16+166) amounts to 311. As for the second question, according to the prevailing law agreements that were not registered or published in one way or another were considered legally sufficient for partnerships with a civil purpose. They were not always required to have a written form.
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These rules did not apply to commercial companies, though. For firms mentioned in the commercial code, a written agreement was obligated by law, irrespective of the value of the contract (s. 39 Code de commerce), and publicity through the commercial court was required as well (see above).
There are strong indications, however, that many contracts concerning cooperation between merchants or entrepreneurs, or for purposes of trade or manufacturing, were not presented to the commercial court, or before a notary, or for registration. Furthermore, it is very likely that a good deal of company agreements did not have the form of a written contract but were oral and informal only. Given the nature of such arrangements and their absence from official records, it is very difficult to provide hard data as to their numbers and contents. Even so, some cautious estimates can be made by extrapolating from the contents of registered actes de dissolution. For the abovementioned period of 1830-1850, some 18 of 40 actes (45%) that concerned dissolutions, and which were registered at the Antwerp registration offices, do not mention a written company statute, a reference that was nonetheless compulsory. 43 Another nine refer to a written agreement that had not been registered and had not been deposited at the commercial court. The 18 contracts mentioned do not contain references to submittal before the commercial court, either. A dissolution could encompass anything from a liquidation through public sale or otherwise, a partial split-off of assets, and also a change of partner. It seems that dissolutions were more usually registered at registration offices than company contracts; furthermore, there are some examples of contracts being registered some time, indeed sometimes long after they had been written, 44 and shortly before the company underwent some major change, which then provoked an "acte de dissolution". 45 In short, 27 out of 40 dissolutions registered at the Antwerp registration offices during the years 1830-1850 refer to oral agreements and privately written non-registered contracts.
Even though "actes de dissolution" were commonly drafted, informal contracts can still be expected to have ended up in informal liquidations and changes of partner as well. Moreover, when contracts of commercial business ventures were not written down, registered or made public, the official penalty was that the contract was null and void, though in practice -as will be detailed in the further paragraphs of this chapter -the company agreement was often honoured or maintained. The lack of differentiation in judicial practice did not provide an incentive to formalize and make arrangements public. Therefore, another method of estimating the unwritten and the written yet unregistered and unpublished contracts can be based on the proportions of contract types mentioned in the abovementioned 40 actes de dissolution. In these 40 registered dissolutions, 45% concerned companies with unwritten non-published agreements (18/40), 22.5% related to privately written, unregistered and unpublished agreements (9/40) and 32.5% dealt with registered and/or published contracts (13/40). Accordingly, these proportions can be copied onto the known numbers of registered contracts. The estimated number of contracts enacted in one way or another is 311. When projecting the aforementioned proportions onto this number, then, the total number of company agreements would be 797.
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Given due exercise of caution, this number of 797 company agreements in Antwerp, which corresponds to a yearly average of around 40, can be compared with other cities. For Lille, for instance, it turns out that in the early 1830s, some 32 to 33 company contracts were deposited at the commercial court each year. 47 In the 1840s and 1850s, in Marseille -which was a deindustrialized port as was Antwerp, though with a larger population (c. 150,000 in 1836, whereas the Antwerp population at that time was around 80,000) -between 15 and 45 company contracts were brought before the local tribunal de commerce annually.
during the period mentioned, the number of contracts deposited at the court can be estimated to about 15 on average each year, 49 which in view of the figures of Marseille is not unlikely. 
Company types: legal and commercial approaches
The legal regime
According to the official law, as made explicit in legal doctrine, a company entailed a cooperative venture with a purpose and a contribution from partners. 50 A typology of commercial companies was more or less clearly defined in the Code de commerce. A société en nom collectif (hereinafter SNC) gathered unlimitedly liable partners, all of which were held responsible for debts that had been made when the name of the firm (raison sociale) had been used. A société en commandite (hereinafter SC) had one or more gérants, i.e. directors or working partners, who were held liable for the debts of the company, as well as commanditaires, who were liable for no more than their investments. The commanditaires were non-working associates: they were prohibited to participate in the trade for which the SC was set up. SCs could have equity that was divided in shares, which the law did not provide for the SNC. In addition to the SC and SNC, there was the société anonyme (hereinafter SA); the SA had a structure similar to the SC in that directors managed the firm and paid the debts, but the firm's liability was limited to the company's capital and the directors were not personally liable. Participants (actionnaires) were held responsible for no more than what they had invested. The capital was divided in shares, which were transferable and could be "to bearer". Moreoever, a fundamental difference between the SA, on the one hand, and the SC and SNC, on the other, was that for the SA a governmental approval had to be obtained after enactment before a notary. A fourth type was the "association commerciale en participation", which was an association that could remain informal, and which concerned one or a few commercial operations only. 51 The characteristics of limited liability of investors were thus only acknowledged by law for the actionnaires in a SA, as well as for the commanditaires in a SC. For the SNC, limited liability of (some) partners went against the core elements of the contract type, 52 whereas for the association commerciale en participation this obligation was not regulated in detail.
Legal personhood did not yet exist in 1807 in the same form as today. Corporations nowadays combine autonomy with limited liability of investors; they are creditors and debtors themselves. In the first half of the nineteenth century, the company was only in some respects granted the capacity of debtor. Summons on debts of commercial companies had to be brought "en leurs maison sociale" (s. 69, 6° Code de procédure civile of 1806), for example. This definition hints at assimilation of a firm with its business office. However, in practice liabilities of gérants and (working) partners were still paramount, as had been the case in the Old Regime, 53 and a firm was largely identified with those who represented it in public (see further paragraphs below).
Except for the SA, continuity was hampered by possible withdrawal or death of partners. If one of the associates passed away, the company could continue if an arrangement had been made in the statutes, such as stating that an heir would replace the deceased partner, or that the remaining partners would continue the business venture (s. 1868 Code civil of 1804). Resignation of associates was not allowed if the duration of the venture had been detailed in the contract, except for when the duration was unlimited. In that latter case, resignation was only lawful if due notice was given to all partners, if it was timely (e.g. not if losses were made and profits were expected) and without bad intent (for example, when an associate left in order to receive as much profits as possible) (s. 1869-1870 Code civil).
Another corporate characteristic known as entity shielding -i.e. company assets and capital are fenced off from actions of personal creditors of partners -was not detailed in the law, but it was generally accepted for commercial companies. This feature was read in section 529 of the Code civil (1804), which provided that for "actions ou intérêts dans les compagnies de finance, de commerce ou d'industrie" seizure was not possible by partners or their personal creditors for as long as the company lasted. 54 Rules relating thereto, which were not made explicit in legislation but which were widely acknowledged in case law and doctrine, included that creditors of commercial companies had priority over personal creditors of partners, 55 and that compensation of personal debts of partners with claims of the company, or vice versa, was impossible. 56 Sometimes it was said that summons for company-related debts could not be brought against partners before the "fonds social" -i.e. the company's equity and assets -was addressed and/or exhausted, 57 but this was an exceptional view. Most of these characteristics had been accepted for all partnerships before 1804/8, including the civil ones. However, due to the civil/commercial divide that was enforced through the Napoleonic codifications, and following on from a growing restrictive attitude towards civil initiatives over the course of the 1840s and 1850s (in Belgium as well as in France), from the 1860s and 1870s onwards the abovementioned features were excluded for civil partnerships. 58 In the 1830s and 1840s, prior to these developments, there were fierce scholarly discussions over the distinctive characteristics of civil and commercial companies. Debates, too, took place regarding the legal status of companies that did not meet the publicity requirements of the Code de commerce (see hereafter). 59 54 Until the later 1820s, it was sometimes said that this rule applied only for "large" or "substantial" companies. See 
Company types in contracts
The 145 company contracts that were found in Antwerp records for the period 1830-50, and also some other materials predating that period, allow for a nuanced view both on the acceptance of the Napoleonic legislation and on the legal rules regarding company types that were applied in practice. From the 145 statutes, it is evident that labels referring to the four types of business venture mentioned in the Code de commerce were very rare.
The notion of "company type" presupposes that certain features are clustered together in company statutes or that combinations of clauses are recognized as default schemes. When reading early nineteenth-century company statutes, however, it immediately becomes clear that concepts used to describe companies varied to a large extent. For Antwerp, and for the Low Countries in general, the linguistic context had some part in this divergence. Consistent Dutch ("Flemish") legal terminology was absent. For a large part of the nineteenth century, there was no official Dutch vocabulary in Belgium for either legal or company-related matters. Only in 1898 did legislation in Belgium come to be issued in two official versions, in French and Dutch, with both having the same legal force. Dutch legal language -in fact, even the Dutch language in general -was not standardized before that time in Belgium. This lack did not mean that in legal environments only French was used. Dutch, of course, was also the language of the region where Antwerp is located. Moreover, political changes could provoke the renewed importance of Dutch. In 1815, namely, the Southern Netherlands were reunited with the Kingdom of the Netherlands in the North -after some 330 years of separation -into the newly established United Kingdom of the Netherlands. Hence, Dutch became a language of public administration again. Yet this revival came only after a French occupation that began in 1794/5 and lasted twenty years, thereby pushing Dutch aside as the language for government. 60 In terms of languages known and applied, all these transitions did not pose too many problems among merchants and entrepreneurs in the South. In Antwerp, the mercantile community had always made use of several languages. In eighteenth-century Antwerp French and Dutch had been the most common, and the municipal government had used both, too, even though the official language was Dutch (French was a language of diplomacy and for contacts with the central government only). 61 Since 1814 contracts could again be registered and be recognized as notarial deed in French, Dutch or any other language. 62 After the Belgian Revolt of 1830 and the creation of the Kingdom of Belgium, French was again dominant in government affairs, but Dutch was still used in contracts, even when they were officially enacted. Nevertheless, despite the common usage of Dutch as a vernacular, merchants in Antwerp were as ever international. Their language use also reflected their attachment to elitist milieus, in which French was the standard. 63 Moreover, to a large extent, French was a lingua franca in business environments, particularly in Belgium. Taking these contextual elements into consideration thus makes possible the appropriate evaluation of the language and terminology of the 145 company statutes. Of the 145 company contracts examined, only 31 are in Dutch, and all others in French. The distinction notarial/privately written is a proxy in this regard: notarial deeds were relatively more frequently drawn up in Dutch (29.6%) than contracts registered at the registration offices (19.49%), most of which had not been written by a notary. A likely explanation is that at registration offices the prevailing language of government, French, was preferred. However, the language of the contract seems not to have been a variable in relation to the types and contents of company statutes.
A detailed analysis of the contents of the Dutch statutes yields further arguments supporting the abovementioned weakness of Dutch as a legal language in the period under study. In the first half of the nineteenth century there were some (foreign) legal texts and a number of (mostly private) translations and dictionaries that listed "Dutch" transpositions of French legal terms. Still, their variety was enormous. Under the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, preparations had been made to issue a commercial code in Dutch, but this project had not yet been completed when Belgium proclaimed its independence in September 1830. 65 The Dutch commercial code, which was imposed in the North in 1838, used the term "vennootschap" for commercial companies. However, an earlier Dutch translation of the French 1807 commercial code, made in 1808 by Johannes Van der Linden, and the 1809 draft of a Commercial code for the Kingdom of Holland, had applied the notions "compagnieschap" and "societeit". 66 When around 1808, P.J. Lorio from Ghent made a Flemish translation of the French commercial code of 1807, he chose "societeyt" as label for companies, 67 and this term was also used in the contemporary official Bulletin flamand, which contained unofficial "Flemish" versions of French legislation. 68 Dictionaries and Dutch translations of the early nineteenth century mentioned other expressions such as "genootschap", "maatschappij" or "zamenleving". 69 In his 1841 Flemish-Dutch translation of the Code civil, the Flemish judge Carel Ledeganck used "maetschap", 70 following the example of the Dutch Civil code of 1838. In this code, "maetschap" was a civil partnership, "vennootschap" being reserved for commercial companies. However, "compagnieschap", "vennootschap" and "maetschap" were terms that were not very well known in the South before the union with the North, and they did not survive after Belgian independence. 71 By contrast, "societeyt" had been and remained a common translation of "societas", which in the Old Regime was the academic label for a general partnership. In the eighteenth century, "associatie" and "compagnie" had been widespread terms in the Southern Low Countries as well. 72 "Societeyt" remained very popular under the Belgian regime, but many other terms were also used ("associatie", "maetschappij", "genootschap"), which was the case for the entire period from 1830-50. 73 In this regard, there is no difference between notarial contracts and the ones that were drawn up privately. Formulary books for notaries were equally diverse in terminology. 74 Quite surprisingly, many labels were used in French, too, and they did not often rephrase the French commercial code, even though the appropriate legal terminology was used in Frenchlanguage company contracts as well. Many statutes mentioned "l'établissement d'une maison de commerce" 75 or a "maison de commission". 76 These terms have no equivalent in the Code de commerce. Many contracts only stipulated that the partners "s'associent", "are associated", and nothing more, with no hints as to type of company mentioned in the commercial code. 77 Others detailed a "société de commerce à pertes et gains". 78 Such generic descriptions of "sociétés" or "associations" were the most common. No less than 104 out of 160 Antwerp company statutes for the period 1830-1850 (i.e. those 145 of the sample and 15 SA statutes) defined the business venture in generalizing terms that had no basis in the commercial code (see figure 3) . If legal wording was chosen, then the SNC was opted for most. By contrast, company contracts defining partners as limitedly liable did so mostly by means of legal terminology: the ventures were then described as sociétés en commandite or the silent partners as commanditaires. However, SCs were not very popular: only 12 out of 160 contracts referred to this company type. The abovementioned proportions among company descriptions did not change much over time, even though near the end of the 1840s generic partnerships seem to have gained popularity over other company types (see figures 3 and 4) . In other regards, too, references to sections of the commercial code were largely absent: only 11 of 118 registered company statutes and 3 out of 27 notarial contracts refer to a provision of the Code de commerce. In most cases, this citation concerned the article regarding publication at the commercial court. Sometimes, it was said that books would be kept according to the code's requirements. 79 In regard of references to the commercial code, there was not much difference between privately written and notarial contracts. 73 Antwerp, State Archives (hereinafter referred to as SAA), Notaries, 7476, deed no. 4740 (16 Nov. 1848: "genootschap"); SAB, ROA, 585, fols. 85v-86r (reg. 23 Dec. 1845, "maetschappij"), 588, fols. 5v-6r (reg. 13 Nov. 1846, "genootschap"), 590, fol. 15v (reg. 19 July 1847, "associatie"). "Zamenleving", "maetschap", "vennootschap" and "compagnie" were not used, however. The terms "gemeenschap", "deelgemeenschap" or "gemeenschappelykheit" were only mentioned one time in the period 1830-50, but they had been more common in 1815-30. See SAB, ROA, 584, fol. 6v (reg. 17 May 1845, "gemeenschappelykheyd"); SAB, ROA, BA, 103, fols. 38v-39r (reg. 17 June 1822, "gemeenschap"), and 106, fols. 56r-v (reg. 7 Apr. 1827, "deelgemeenschap" . SOC refers to the generic "société" or "association", SC to "société en commandite", SNC to "société en nom collectif", PART to "association en participation" (meaning a temporary or silent partnership) and SA to "société anonyme". For the latter, data was gathered from Demeur, Greefs, Trioen and Veraghtert. 80 Remarkably, statutes of SAs were not found in the ledgers of the registration offices for the period 1830-1850, not even in the notarial deeds consulted (see also the comment under figure 12 below). The date of all statutes referred to is the date when the contract was written (not the date of registration or the starting date). For SAs, the date of governmental approval was chosen. 
Judicial approaches and views in doctrine
The lack of distinction in commercial practice between "types" was equally prevalent in legal doctrine and in decisions of courts. It was very common, even in the 1850s, to label mercantile and manufacturing partnerships as "société de commerce", and not to categorize these firms as one of the types in the commercial code. 81 This custom followed on from some gaps in legislation and from uncertainties relating to the official law.
In the early nineteenth century, the divide between commercial and civil law, which had been instituted by the Napoleonic codes, was very much debated and derived from a lack of clarity concerning many issues. Yet it was also more fundamental in that the legislature had poorly defined the relation between the civil and commercial code. The Code de commerce provided that laws as well as the 1804 Civil code could supplement its contents (s. 18). One would expect on the basis of this section that the commercial code stood largely apart from the Civil code. However, the Code civil contained sections on partnerships with a commercial purpose, and it was not always evident whether they had been abolished by the commercial code. Moreover, the Civil code provided that its contents applied only insofar as there were no specific laws or trade usages (s. 1873). The commercial code could be considered a specific law in some respects, but in others it remained unclear which of the codes prevailed.
As a result of all this inconsistency, legal scholars had to assemble sections of the two codes into a coherent legal doctrine. This had a direct impact on legal views regarding companies. In this period, French academic writings were widely read in Belgium, where they influenced court decisions and the arguments of Belgian legal scholars. 82 Some French academics (Pardessus, Vincens) maintained that only mercantile firms had a "personne morale", which meant that the capital and assets acquired during their lifespan were distinguished from personal properties of partners. 83 Yet others (Troplong, Delangle) acknowledged this feature, which was linked to section 529 of the Civil code, for both civil and commercial companies. 84 Another debate concerned the publicity requirements imposed by the commercial code. Some scholars maintained that disrespect for the sections of the code brought about the absolute and retroactive nullity of the company contract, whereas others (Delangle, Vincens) stated that the firm could be upheld to some extent, at least among the partners, or that it was possible that among them communal assets existed, being more or less independent from their personal estate. 85 Depending on the position, it was possible to argue that partnerships that were for commercial purposes, but which had not been made public, and which were not corresponding to types mentioned in the Code de commerce, were nonetheless lawful sociétés, in one way or another.
The questions that confounded legal scholars affected case law as well. The policy of the Brussels Court of Appeal, which heard appeals that were lodged against decisions of the Antwerp commercial court, was important in matters of business ventures that concerned 81 E.g. Brussels 6 July 1854, La Belgique Judiciaire (hereinafter referred to as BJ) 1857, p. 333. 82 Antwerp. First, the approach of the Brussels Court, which in practice was followed by the Antwerp commercial court, was highly relevant for companies that did not keep with the regulations (hereafter "irregular companies"). Such firms had statutes that had duly been published, but they had structural features that were contrary to the contents of the Code de commerce. Notwithstanding their irregularities, and irrespective of the strict wording of the code, in several decisions taken between 1815 and 1860, the Brussels Court maintained that company agreements of company had to be considered as a whole, based on the contents of the contract but also on facts, and that decisions for the application of sections of laws depended therefrom. 86 As a result, the French codes were not followed to the letter and irregular companies could still be considered lawful. Admittedly, in principle, the Brussels Court imposed strict criteria. Only firms having specific characteristics were defined as SNCs. The first criterion, which until the early 1860s was the only one, concerned the firm's name ("raison sociale"). If no company signature specifying "& Cie" or containing the names of at least two partners had been used, then the partnership did not qualify as SNC. 87 Another criterion, which was imposed starting from around 1860, was the company's office: if it had been provided in the statutes that the firm would have a fixed "domicile", then this did -together with the use of a "raison sociale" -entail the labeling of the firm as SNC. 88 However, notwithstanding these categorizations, the Brussels Court of Appeal also maintained that if the two mentioned conditions were not fulfilled, the company (which then was no SNC) was considered as "association en participation". A requirement for this default categorization of irregular companies was that the venture had been limited in duration. This condition was sufficient even when no specific project had been agreed on between the partners, or when the cooperation encompassed several undetermined operations, sales or projects. 89 The Brussels Court of Appeal stretched the sections of the code on these associations, which considered them as temporary but for one or a few operations only (s. 48).
Secondly, any company statute that could be categorized as SNC, SC or SA on the basis of its contents was nonetheless considered as "association en participation" if the publicity requirements were not met. 90 The Brussels Court made use of a loophole in the official law in this respect. According to the Code de commerce, publicity was not required for the "association en participation" (hereinafter AP).
The recourse to considering irregular and unpublished companies as APs allowed for maintaining some of the previously mentioned features of the "personne morale" for them. Even though in principle the Brussels Court did not allow the "personne morale" for these APs, 91 it was nonetheless accepted that they entailed "common interests", 92 of interests". 93 It seems that this referred to a modest priority of claims of creditors of the firm over those of personal creditors of partners. In general terms, according to the Brussels Court, for APs there was no separation between personal and company-related properties. However, within the personal properties of each partner the Court acknowledged a share of the so-called "fonds commun" of the business venture, which referred to the nominal capital of the firm. It was assumed that the capital had not been paid up, and that the investments of each associate were still part of their personal estates. The abovementioned modest priority for company-related debts meant that they were compensated first with the "fonds commun" share in the personal properties of the associate that had been summoned. If this share did not suffice (or when no capital had been provided in the company statutes), personal assets were addressed. Both the "fonds commun" share and the liability with personal assets were limited proportionally, taking the number of partners into account.
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Two exceptions to the "fonds commun" rule were acknowledged. First, in cases where the company statute appointed one partner as gérant (i.e. as working associate who was in charge of the firm's funds, assets and books), then according to the Brussels Court he was considered the sole owner of the company's estate. 95 As a result, a gérant could be held to pay creditors for the full "fonds" of the company. The remainder of the debt that was not compensated could thereafter be claimed pro rata from the gérant as well as from the other associates. A second exception related to joint actions. If associates had signed together for debts, they were considered jointly and severally liable.
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It is quite remarkable that for partners this understanding of irregular and unpublished sociétés de commerce as APs actually provided advantages vis-à-vis creditors compared to lawful and published SNCs. The latter had "personne morale", but its associates were jointly and severally liable for the entire debt, and creditors were not obliged to expropriate the funds of the SNC first, before they addressed individual partners. 97 For APs as categorized by the Brussels Court there was a "fonds commun", albeit within each partner's estate only. All this meant that creditors of an AP had to bring suit against all partners of the AP and not against one associate, as was the case with the SNC. If the creditor wanted to circumvent this procedural difficulty, he could have the summoned associate of the AP qualify as gérant, but then he had to provide evidence of his appointment by the other partners. However, for APs that supported undisclosed firms, with statutes not being published, this procedure was factually very difficult. As for an SNC, one active associate could be sued for the full amount of the debt, even if there were others that were publicly known; in regard of an AP, it was best to summon all partners to court, and the fact that they were not known publicly 92 was not considered a legitimate reason to claim the total debt from one of them. As for an SNC, the entirety of the company-related debt was compensated with the estate of the partner that was sued, even when it exceeded his share in the partnership. By contrast, for APs, claims of creditors against individual partners were limited to the extent of the "fonds commun" and the proportionate share of the partner in the debts of the firm that exceeded the "fonds commun".
If, for example, two (trading) associates had set up a SNC in full accordance with the official law, providing capital of 500 francs, and the SNC had 1000 francs of debt with one creditor, then one of the partners could be held to pay up 1000 francs to the latter. If, however, the same venture were considered an AP, the creditor who brought suit against only one of the associates, could recover no more than 500 francs (i.e. 250 as referring to the fonds commun and 250 as rateable share in the firm's debts) if the associate that was addressed could not be considered gérant. The Court of Appeal of Brussels confirmed several times that this rule applied: APs did not entail joint and several liability. 98 Actually, this view went against the spirit of the Code civil, which provided that partnerships with a commercial object by law had jointly and severally liable partners (s. 1862). 99 The Brussels Court thus clearly envisaged commercial law as being entirely separate from civil law, that is, as standing beside the Code civil. The Court preferred to construe new solutions within the framework of the Code de commerce, instead of applying relevant sections of the civil code. The pro rata policy of the Brussels Court of Appeal entailed a favourable attitude towards business partners who were given the opportunity to protect their personal properties from company creditors, at least to a certain extent. However, the approach of the Brussels Court did not affect all associates in the same way. Under the pro rata system, directors and working partners -even when they had invested sums themselves -were better off than non-active partners who had contributed in kind (by providing expertise or labour). If the latter were known, they were held to pay pro rata for the firm's debts. In fact, when calculating the "fonds commun" only the nominal capital that was mentioned in the company statutes was taken into consideration.
100 A non-working partner who had invested in kind could thus face claims based on a portion of capital stock to which he had not contributed. All this proved advantageous for trading associate-directors in companies in which nonfinancial partners were involved, because the former saw their liabilities reduced at the expense of the latter.
Indeed, even when the company statutes stressed joint and several liability, the Brussels Court imposed pro rata liability for irregular and undisclosed companies. The Brussels Court of Appeal distinguished between essential and non-essential provisions in irregular and unpublished company contracts. The non-essential ones (e.g. non-competition clauses) could not be invoked, 101 whereas the essential ones (in particular, the liability for debts) were considered to be enforceable. 102 Among the non-essential provisions were those concerning joint liability and mutual agency of associates.
Furthermore, one can summarize the policy of the Brussels Court of Appeal in terms of varieties of legal personhood. The Court distinguished between legal personhood "light" (entailing priority of company-related debts over personal debts and exclusion of compensation (set-off), which was applied to lawful and published SNCs) and legal personhood "ultra light" (separation of company funds but only within the personal funds of partners, for irregular and undisclosed SNCs, SCs 103 and SAs
104
). Joint liability of partners and mutual agency was acknowledged for the first, not for the latter. The liability of the gérant in an "association en participation" was higher than for other associates, but for what exceeded the "fonds commun" limited to a share of personal properties.
Organizational structures and the purpose of the firm
The policy that was set out by the Brussels and Antwerp judges is important when analyzing the functionality of Antwerp company statutes. First, many of the contracts in the sample of 145 firms using indistinct labels such as société or association were to be considered "associations en participation" in the sense given by the Brussels Court of Appeal because they did not have a proper "raison sociale" (firm name). In at least 13.79% of the statutes in the sample of 145 (i.e. 20/145), only some or one of the partners was mentioned in the signature of the company -moreover, without the addition "& Cie". Secondly, many contracts for partnerships were not published via the commercial court (some 45% of company agreements remained unwritten, see above). As a result of all these divergent designations, the judicial tactics of the Brussels and Antwerp courts were highly relevant. In cases where a lawsuit was brought against a business venture, the features and form of the company determined the extent of the associates' liabilities. This section will analyze for which purposes partnerships, which were often unpublished or irregular, were used (under 4.1). Moreover, it will examine to what extent the approaches of judges and entrepreneurs connected with each other (under 4.2).
To what extent were partnerships used for corporate finance?
For Belgium, arguments as to the inherent advantages of partnerships, also in legal terms, have not been raised thus far, for a number of reasons. First among them, scholarly interest in company structures and their relative impact has faded over the past three decades, meaning that the debates over English, American and French counterparts have not been linked to the Belgian situation. The focus in earlier scholarly literature is much more orientated towards corporations and limited partnerships.
105 A second reason is that Belgium was an early leader in the Industrial Revolution, and that the share of corporations in this process was more significant than in France. 106 This level of industrialization means that the country aligns with the traditional assumption that industry needed capital, which could be pursued and secured by means of corporations. However, general and ordinary partnerships were very abundant in Belgium, as elsewhere. For the entire Kingdom of Belgium, numbers based on actes de société brought before commercial courts are available from 1845 onwards. They show that between August 1845 and January 1852 a vast majority of submitted actes concerned SNCs (511, designated as such) and that SCs (110) were also in wide use. 107 Even though in Belgium SAs in industry were more common than in France, the numbers were rather restricted; admittedly, the corporations were core players in their business sector, but even by 1850 most of them were not concerned with industrial activities. . creditors] an energetic and efficient security (garantie), but it is not -one has to admit -fit for undertakings that are more significant (such as the construction of a railroad). It is feasible only for a restricted number of partners and does not provide for attracting modest investors. Moreover, it is very difficult to find people having so much confidence in one another that they are willing to risk that their entire estate rely on their individual behaviours. This company form is too rigid, and it oversteps its purpose. Moreover, it is incomplete and insufficient [for the purpose of significant ventures]." 109 On the SC, he noted the following: "With these companies, the capital can be high, low or divided, and the number of silent partners can be significant; but, on the other hand, disadvantages are present as well. The unlimited and discretionary powers of the directors, the threat of unlimited liability for the silent partner when he participates in the business, the impossibility for the investor to halt damaging transactions of directors, and the common antagonism of those who should work together in their common interests, are the main disadvantages of these sorts of companies" 110 SAs, too, were criticized. In his De l'industrie en Belgique from 1839, Natalis Briavoinne emphasized that many SAs, as well as SCs, had gone bankrupt in the preceding years, because "money cannot be a substitute for expertise and work". Briavoinne suggested that directors had held concurrent positions in many SAs and as a result had not monitored these businesses thoroughly. The same was said of SCs, which according to Briavoinne were for a large part to be considered as non-authorized SAs. 111 Briavoinne's remarks hint at corporate governance problems. Flawed selection processes seem to have been an issue. Directors were appointed not for their ability to administer the firm but for other reasons. One can presume that they were mostly bankers or that they belonged to the elitist networks of the corporation founders.
Furthermore, the abovementioned opinions are only partially corroborated by the 145 company statutes. The distinction capital-based (SC, SA) vs. non-capital-based companies (SNC) fits with the situation in Antwerp only to a certain extent. It is true that a significant number of sociétés and SNCs were founded without any nominal capital, and that most of their founders purported to build up capital by ploughing back profits (see figure 6 ). 112 Moreover, SAs had high nominal capital. However, the general partnership was also often used for locking in funds before the firm started its activities. The société en commandite, which was mostly devised as without shares (only 1 out of 12 was par actions), was used not only to draw in large amounts but also to attract smaller capital investments. SOC SNC SC SA  undetermined  54  10  1  1  <10000  8  4  3  1  10000-<50000  26  5  0  0  50000-<100000  11  2  4  0  100000-<1000000  5  3  4  1  1000000+  0  0  0  12  other  0  1  0  0  unknown  0  1  0  0  total  104  26  12 It is evident that many company contracts were used to confirm plans for cooperating rather than to make arrangements on capital. One can distinguish between company contracts that were collaborative structures and those that contained provisions on corporate finance, either without specification of a nominal capital or with deliberately vague descriptions (e.g. "the capital will be raised when necessary," 113 "the partners will pay up according to the needs of the firm" 114 ). For both, a difference arises between contracts that served the purpose of establishing or continuing a firm and those that were aimed to attract expertise (in that case one partner was an expert, and his participation was typically in kind; other partners provided infrastructure or capital) (see figure 7) . These numbers show that for sociétés 44.23% (46/104) of contracts had the purpose of locking in capital investments. For other types, this share is higher (somewhat higher for SNCs: 46.15% (12/26)). Indeed it is very pronounced for the SA and SC: both 100% ((12/12) and (15/15)). However, Clerfeyt's opinion that the SNC (and a fortiori the general partnership) was not fit for "larger undertakings" does not entirely correspond with the data. The société was used for starting up business ventures for which capital was collected.
Some 30.77% of sociétés (32/104, see figure 8 ) were for manufacturing firms; for SNCs this percentage was 19.23% (5/26); for SCs 8.5% (1/12) and for SAs it was 13.33% (2/15). As was mentioned above, in the period under study the appetite for investments in manufacturing shops and industry in Antwerp was generally limited. Nonetheless, the mainly preindustrial processing shops that were set up in Antwerp during the first half of the nineteenth century required financing as well. 115 The raw materials of sugar refineries and tobacco shops were expensive also because of import tariffs, 116 and when new locations were used the installation of mills and chimneys was often necessary.
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What was true for manufacturing ventures did not apply to trading houses. In practice, new ventures in insurance, brokerage and commission business sectors did generally require less starting capital than manufacturing firms. 118 The predominant use of SAs for insurance and banking must be analysed with care in this regard. The nominal capital of these companies was devised as a public offering: it was a projection rather than reflection of a presence of funds. Shareholders were invited to buy stock, and only when all shares were bought was the purported capital acquired. Even though for other company types such projections were possible as well, they were less common. 119 The general partnership was popular for general trading companies (30.77%, 32/104, see figure 8 ), but the SNC (57.69%, 15/26) and SC (58.33%, 7/12) were used relatively more often. SNC contracts for general wholesale and commission ventures often provided for ploughed-back profits and lacked provisions on nominal capital. By contrast, SCs and SAs always served the purpose of finance. Clerfeyt was right in that the SC and SA were combined with higher capital than were other company types. Yet SCs and SAs were used more generally for commercial services and trading houses, though seldom in ventures of industry or manufacturing shops. 115 Please note that in De ruysscher, "Handelsvennootschappen" the labels of "manufacturing" and "industry" were largely combined. However, a more subtle distinction between the nature of activity, size of the business and corporate finance purposes is fruitful for the present argument. Even though manufacturing shops were largely preindustrial (in terms of size and methods of processing and production), the purpose of drawing in capital, which has mainly been linked to industry, could be vital for them as well. 116 ; these numbers are based on the description of the purpose of the company in the contract. "General trade" encompasses wholesale activities, commissioning and/or financial services, which were usually not strictly separated from each other. Manufacturing firms were defined as those enterprises that the parties at the company contract labelled "fabrique", or which involved production activities with specialized infrastructure (sugar refineries, leather shops).
The abovementioned results correspond to data from other nineteenth-century cities, including Paris, Marseille, Lille, and Lyon. The fact that many general partnerships and SNCs were used also for manufacturing has been explained in terms of family relations and close monitoring (hereinafter referred to as the "monitoring" argument). 120 It has also been stated that they served as start-up instruments for enterprises, which when they became more successful were switched to the SC or SA-type (hereinafter referred to as the "maturing" argument). 121 For Paris, for example, it has been found out that the SNC was used not only between relatives, however, but also to a large extent between non-relatives. SNCs of this type included companies established for the sale of manufactured products in a wider region around the city and for cooperative ventures between craftsmen. 122 For Antwerp, previous research has pointed out to what extent non-relatives were working in business together during the first half of the nineteenth century. In a population of 234 merchants and entrepreneurs, only 45 worked with non-relatives; the family venture, consisting of at least two family members, was dominant (56% of firms). 123 The majority of these family firms had not been established as such but had evolved into one, when children were made partner after some time, for example, or when heirs and/or the widow of deceased founders continued the business. 124 Most of this information was based on practice-related documents that show collaborative undertakings and contacts. The data from the sample of 145 firms yield a less significant number of family businesses. The criterion used to label companies in the sample of 145 as family firms is the presence of two or more associates who have the same family name or who are named as spouses. Using this benchmark, at least 67.61% (96/142, see figure 9 ) of the 145 company contracts concerned ventures that were not family firms. This lower share of family firms is most probably due to the fact that collaboration was not always structured in the form of a company contract. It can thus be presumed that many unwritten and unregistered agreements on business ventures involved family members, and that enactment of company statutes was more common when nonrelatives were involved. Nonetheless, it is remarkable that the relationship between associates did not influence the choice of company type even when statutes were written, enacted and published. Distribution of company types over firms of relatives and non-relatives largely corresponds to the proportions in the general population of company statutes. SCs are excepted because they were used relatively more often for collaboration between relatives than other company types. Manufacturing firms could be structured as general and ordinary partnerships when they purported to delegate the management to an agent-director. However, in a substantial share of general partnerships for manufacturing firms, partners -who were typically investors of capital as well as craftsmen or experts investing in kind -were considered as equals (8/32, 25%, see figure 10 ). This was less the case when capital was invested from the start and was not devised as an accrual of ploughed-back profits. Typically, in such "management firms" one or more financial investors were the directors. Most sociétés for manufacturing firms entailed unequal investments in combination with agency restrictions (12/32, 37.5%). For trading associations general partnership contracts were more conventionally egalitarian than for manufacturing firms (13/32, 40.63% vs 25%), because they more often had associates who all invested financial sums and not labour or expertise. 
Mercantile strategies responding to legal requirements and judicial approaches
Did partners avoid publication in order to profit from the pro rata approach of the Brussels and Antwerp judges? It is possible that managing partners avoided the proper publication of statutes in order to reduce their external liabilities vis-à-vis creditors. This option may have been linked to the fact that trading and administering partners, in particular, took the initiative of having a contract drafted and published. Another possible trend may have been that associates arranged factual limited liability when the statutes mentioned some partners that were not included in the company's signature and remained unpublished. As a result, they were "hidden" from the creditors of the firm. When partners were not publicly known, they could not be sued for company-related debts. Publishing the statutes of a firm meant that all names of partners were made known publicly.
The proportions of company types over the population of published, enacted and privately written contracts can be inferred to a large extent from the 1856-1857 sample. It yields the finding that some types of companies are more prominent among the statutes exclusively published via the commercial court than were others. For SNCs and general partnerships many statutes were brought before the commercial court only, and these had not already been registered (43.48%, 20/46, see figure 12 ). If contracts of SNCs and sociétés were registered before being submitted at the court, then in the majority of cases it was done at the registration office alone, and not with a notary ( In particular the number of statutes brought before the commercial court, though without a counterpart in the ledgers of the registration offices or in notarial deeds (in italics), can be biased because of the timing of administrative formalities. Presumably governmental approval and publicity were solicited without notarial registration.
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However, the aforementioned question also touches upon the contents of company statutes, and considering the problem from that perspective largely rules the above explanations out. Counter-indications for liability reduction in favour of directors are found in those company statutes that were duly published. They contain incomplete company signatures as well, even though they were not functional. The 1856-1857 sample shows that 16.67% (9/54) of excerpts of published statutes contained unlawful company names. This proportion is largely comparable to the share of registered statutes with incomplete "raisons sociales" (13.79%, 20/145). The deficient company names in these samples cannot have been devised so as to opt for the pro rata regime, because the statutes were made public and contained the names of all partners. In a duly published SNC, a director-associate was jointly and severally liable, as were all associates. 127 Moreover, those contracts with unlawful firm names that were registered at the registration offices -of which most were published in the commercial courtwere signed by all associates, as well as by those who invested in kind.
Furthermore, the data of figures 10 and 11 do not demonstrate any systematic directormanaged opting-in for the liability regime that was instituted by the Brussels Court of Appeal and the Antwerp commercial court. Since manufacturing firms had a shop and equipment, personal liability of partners and directors for these ventures may have posed less of a problem than for trading associations, which worked with merchandise that was often not present or with intangible assets. If assets were easily found, they could be seized. This was more likely the case for manufacturing firms than in respect of trading ventures. However, associations for trade that provided equal agency of partners in their statutes were more common than manufacturing shops that treated associates on the same footing. One would expect attempts at shielding administrators within the company statutes when personal liability was an issue, but this was not the case.
Another explanation for the high numbers of unpublished partnership contracts may be that lack of publication was de facto limitation of liability. However, when considering the 1856-1857 sample, the share of non-published (written) statutes does not reflect a higher number of companies having incomplete firm names or unequal agency compared to the published ones. It is possible that unwritten contracts were mostly devised in such terms, but that cannot be proved. There are some indications that firm names could remain private; they were not always communicated to the outside world. 128 Another possible hint that unwritten statutes more often served to shield investors is the higher number of family firms mentioned in documents stemming from practice, as compared to (written and enacted) company statutes. But then again, if limited liability was an important problem, why was the safest option (a SC), even among the unpublished (written) statutes, so unpopular?
The abovementioned arrangements of incomplete company signatures in published statutes were more likely chosen to appoint some or one of the partners as administrators. These agents were not comparable to gérants, who were liable for their personal properties but to the extent of the "fonds commun" and a surplus share only. By contrast, administrators were fully liable with their personal properties. It would have been an advantage for associates delegating powers to an agent to publish the statutes (the agent was then unlimitedly liable), rather than not publish the statutes (meaning that personal liability of the gérant was capped). As the abovementioned sample of 1856-1857 shows, the non-published and published statutes do not differ much as to incomplete company signatures. The choice for agents was thus a matter of administration rather than liability. Associates who were not active in trade accepted their liabilities, but they appointed administrators who would answer first for the debts of the company.
In summary, therefore, there are few indications that the judicial approaches of the Brussels Court and Antwerp commercial court fundamentally determined contractual provisions on agency restrictions. More likely is general path dependence in commercial practice, irrespective of the contents of the French codes and interpretation of judges, while building on the traditions of the Old Regime. Courts did not merely corroborate irregular and unpublished statutes but did go a long way in upholding them. The differences between judicial strategies and associates' views were limited overall. Path dependence is evident in the continuity of designations for companies between the eighteenth and nineteenth century. Moreover, path dependence among entrepreneurs explains why notaries also drafted company statutes without having support in the official law, or even in judicial policies. It was judges who adapted the legal framework on the basis of contractual practice, rather than the other way round. 
Conclusion
The data analyzed above is quite counter-intuitive. Company structures typically associated with small business could be used for activities of manufacturing. Sociétés and SNCs were chosen often even when capital was locked in. Sociétés en commandite, typically considered as vehicles for large companies having outside investors, were mainly used to structure family firms, even though they always encompassed invested capital. Moreover, company contracts were to a large extent not used to finance commercial activities, even when they were written down and registered. The arguments mentioned as to monitoring and maturing thus invite further reflection when considering the Antwerp case. The maturing argument cannot explain why both new and consolidated businesses were typically structured as sociétés and SNCs. Similarly, the monitoring argument does not controvert the relatively frequent use of SCs among family members, although only if family ties are taken as supplementing the contents of the company contract. Indeed, SCs separated investment from control, as Clerfeyt rightly stated. Moreover, there were not exceedingly more partnerships for collaboration with nonrelatives, which the monitoring argument may suggest. As a result, the functionalities and intended uses of partnerships were much broader than has often been thought.
The abovementioned legal approaches, by jurists and courts, lowered the bar for considering business ventures to be valid, even when they had not been formalized in a contract. A likely reason was the balancing of creditors' and associates' interests. In this regard, "absolute nullity" of unpublished and irregular companies, which was proposed by some legal scholars on the basis of sections in the Code de commerce, was a blunt concept. If a company agreement was pronounced as being null and void in this sense, the contracts that had been signed on its behalf were also affected. Retroactivity in categorizing irregular and undisclosed firms as non-existent technically deprived creditors of their guarantee, which lay in the joint and several liabilities of the associates mentioned in the firm's name. Moreover, in cases where a winding up occurred on account of retroactive nullity, associates lost what they had built up (reputation, capital). As a result, the Brussels Court of Appeal, and the Antwerp commercial court in its wake, accepted an intermediate form between joint and limited liability of associates in irregular and unpublished companies.
Another conclusion following on from the combined analysis of commercial and legal practices in this particular period of 1830-1850 is that limited liability was not yet a fundamental feature of companies. The approaches of the Antwerp and Brussels courts technically opened up the possibility to bring in "hidden" partners into general partnerships. In theory, such outsiders could be sued for debts of the firm, but in practice -when the contract had not been deposited at the commercial court, and the firm's name did not mention them -who could know that they were involved? "Hidden" partners in undisclosed partnerships could be better off than silent partners in officialized sociétés en commandite. The latter could be sued for their share in the capital, if it had not been paid up, 129 whereas the former could remain under the creditors' radar. However, when considering the numbers of company statutes, it is not likely that deliberate tactics to avoid publication in order to protect associates from creditors were widespread, perhaps with the exception of unwritten company agreements. Furthermore, in terms of liability and agency in judicial and contractual practice, company types, as mentioned in the Code de commerce, were largely interchangeable, if not altogether ignored. It seems that parties to company agreements of any form could devise more or less full liability of some associates in combination with restricted liability of others.
It is likely that path dependence in commercial practice explains the lasting popularity of these general partnerships that were not in line with the commercial code. Judges in the Antwerp and Brussels courts bridged the gap between the official law and mercantile practices to a large extent. In any case, and considering that judicial approaches and mercantile practice did not entirely overlap, the former did not provide any significant incentive for the business community to adjust agreements of company. Considering all this, the activity of organizing and structuring enterprises must be reappraised. For example, in view of the above, the alleged "weak" structure of many large associations of dockers and transporters in the Antwerp port poses less of a problem. 130 Moreover, the legal-economic history of the era of industrialization can be reconsidered: networks and informal constraints were undoubtedly important, but collaboration was also based on support from legal actors, even though the incentives for change came from below, including from local courts, rather than from within the spheres of government. 131 In view of a large factual comparability of company types, one possible method of further explaining differences in choices of entrepreneurs as to the structure of their business ventures would be to detail the social strata to which partners and directors belonged. Presumably the social profile of associates not only determined the type of business that they engaged in but also the methods used to organize their undertakings. Would a banker who wanted to set up a family firm use the same tactics and methods as a shopkeeper intending to introduce his son or daughter into his business? Maybe the former would go to a notary and set up a SC, whereas the latter would draw up a private contract of general partnership or SNC that was immediately brought before the commercial court. From these perspectives, further scrutiny of the sample of 145 contracts might provide answers to these questions in future.
